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Thank You
We love gardening in community.
When we signed up three years ago, we were
looking for the opportunity to grow an organic
vegetable garden, but we had no idea it would
be so much fun. There’s always a project to try,
someone new to talk to, and something to learn.
Sharing is rampant. “Have you ever tasted this
vegetable? Here take one to try.”
Helping is epidemic. “I needed to fence my plot,
but I couldn’t do it myself, so one of the other
gardeners built it for me.”
Volunteering is widespread, with members going
far beyond their work-in-kind hours. Grass
is cut and trimmed, goats are taken care of,
activities are planned, community patches are
weeded and watered, equipment is repaired,
the garbage goes out, the greenhouse is swept,
the bathroom is cleaned, and a myriad of other
chores are done, all by volunteers who give their
time to make this the wonderful place that it is.
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So again I say, “Thank you!”

Remember to Fill out your plot card

Let’s Talk About Weeds
On Thursday, June 14, we held the second
presentation in our Garden Walk series.
A great turnout of upwards of twenty
gardeners joined expert Linda Wilson of
Agriculture and Agrifood Canada as she
identified a large array of weeds in our
garden.
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Linda gave the group information on how
to identify the various weeds and how to
keep them from spreading.
Two important tips she gave us were to
make sure we pull out weeds before they
go to seed, and to dig up those tenacious
creeping buttercups. Look for the node
or growing point and make sure you cut
or dig it out. The long roots are not as
important to remove as the node. Dispose
of all pieces of the buttercup. If you leave
a piece of plant with a node attached, it
will easily re-root itself.

Weeds are flowers too, once you get to know them. ~ A.A. Milne

Let’s Talk About Insects
On a rainy Thursday, June 28, a group of
intrepid gardeners met in the greenhouse
to hear from Tracy Hueppelsheuser,
Ministry of Agriculture Entomologist. We
learned that there are no easy answers to
pest management, and successful organic
gardeners need to use a variety of methods.
Identifying what is causing the damage
is important since each bug has different
controls. Good timing is a big factor.
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Keeping the plot clean helps — pulling
weeds and removing debris.
Beneficial predator insects are a boon in
the garden. Learn to identify them. They
include predaceous ground beetles, lady
bug beetles, larva and adult, syrphid fly,
larva and adult, green lacewing larva and
trichogramma wasps.
Floating row covers work well against
carrot rust fly, cabbage worms and similar
pests that lay eggs in the vegetable patch.
Ferric phosphate slug bait is an effective
organic control for slugs when used with
approriate caution. (Look for it under the
Safer’s brand.)
Members shared their own favourite
pest control methods, as well as some
frustrations and a few mysteries. Of
course, a discussion of pests brought up
rabbits and voles. Well-built, wire fences
that are completely secured at the bottom
seem to be the best defense against
rabbits. See page 4 for more about voles.

don’t bug me

The Vole Truth
From Wikipedia: A vole is a small rodent
resembling a mouse but with a stouter
body, a shorter, hairy tail, a slightly
rounder head, smaller ears and eyes. The
average life span is three to six months.
Many predators such as raccoons, owls,
hawks, falcons, coyotes, foxes, cats and
dogs eat voles.

Our Own Herbal Primer
Diane and Elsie have created a
herb guide for our selection of
herbs in the community patch.
Your Guide to the Community Herb
Garden has a picture of each herb,
a description, where it’s located,
and some suggested uses. You will
find it very helpful. It’s posted on
the Resource Center page of www.
abbotsfordcommunitygarden.com.
Diane and Elsie are already at work
producing a squash guide for publication in August.
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From ACG: Voles are most effectively controlled by winter trapping. Disrupting the
habitat also helps. Dig up tunnels, or stuff
them with coffee grounds or corn stalks
for example. ACG has purchased one live
animal trap to test out and see if it will
work. If it helps we will likely get more.
We are also looking into installing some
owl houses in the community garden to
encourage natural vole control.

Upcoming Events
July Barbecue
We will be having a “Good Neighbor”
barbecue at the garden on Saturday,
July 21, 2012. Hopefully summer will
make an appearance! Watch for more
details which will be sent out by email,
but for now, be sure to mark the date
on your calendar. (Sneak preview —
the potluck theme just might involve
potatoes or leafy greens from our plots!)

Garden Walks
Thursday August 10 - 6:00 to 7:30 pm

Let’s Talk About Food Preservation
Elsie Friesen, Ministry of Agriculture,
Food Safety and Quality Specialist
and Marge Margison,
Abbotsford Community Kitchen
Thursday September 13 - 6:00 to 7:30 pm

Let’s Talk About Planning
Speaker to be confirmed

In Sympathy
We are sad that Lisa
Froese, one of our
members who was
gardening in Plot 88,
passed away from cancer
on Monday, June 18, 2012.
Our deepest sympathy
goes out to Lisa’s husband,
Rob, their two children
ages five and eight, and
their extended family
during this difficult time.
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